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RMS-Net Major Selling Points

• RMS-Net is a powerful management
control tool that provides a detailed view of
staff deployment and resources on-site.

• Health & Safety is improved by allowing
quick and efficient communication with your
mobile workforce.

• RMS-Net incorporates the latest digital
6.25K technology giving the user double the
number of channels normally found on an
analogue system. Digitally-modulated, clear

voice and secure conversation are other
beneficial features.

• RMS-Net supports a wide range of
communication methods including a
combination of IDAS, SELCALL, FFSK (allowing
text messaging) and GPS tracking.

• Voice recording feature offers greater
reporting then ever.

• IP remote despatch enables the control
system to be deployed virtually anywhere
regardless of location of main radio system.

RMS-Net is a digital radio management
system ideal for almost any organisation
that cares about security and staff safety.

RMS-Net works on local or wide area
networks, integrating desktop PC's, IP and
ICOM handportable and base-station

radios and talk-through repeaters into
one comprehensive and easy-to-use
radio management system.

A central server database logs all radio
traffic and records audio, while desktop
users stay in touch via their computers.



Integrated Package
RMS-Net is a personnel radio management system. The system
integrates either VHF or UHF voice radio communications,
text/status messaging and a full reporting structure of all radio
traffic, including voice recording. This is held on a central
computer database along with many other security features.
RMS-Net has the potential to be promoted to a wide range of
markets where health and safety, communication and
management control are of prime importance.

A Tool for Management Control
A major strength of the RMS-Net system is its reporting features.
All radio traffic, including voice recording, is logged and stored
on a central database, making it ideal for management
control and future resource planning including personnel
database co-ordination. RMS-Net will provide motivation for
staff to perform their assigned tasks and provide conclusive
documentation that they have done so. In addition the
centralised nature of the system ensures rapid response to
incidents as they occur, as well as the managed prevention of
potential incidents.

Digital/Analogue Mixed-Mode Operation… 
even with IDAS Digital Trunked!
RMS-Net can be used in both analogue and digital modes or
a mixture of analogue and digital on the same site. This allows
customers to benefit from the 6.25kHz channel spacing;
digitally modulated clear voice and secure conversation.
While still using existing analogue radios, you can partially

introduce digital radios, allowing you to migrate to narrow
band digital at your own pace. This has no adverse effects on
the running of your existing analogue system, making RMS-Net
a cost-effective way to the next generation in two-way radio
technology. More recently, RMS-Net has been developed to
work with ICOM’s IDAS digital trunked network.

Voice Recording - NEW!
The ability to have at hand a record of an incident is
important and can provide a useful training aid. Providing
searchable records for health and safety is a very important

RMS-Net Features:



issue for many organisations should an incident ever go to
tribunal. With the new RMS-Net recording function, you can
now record audio on a PC (for normally 30 or 60 days). If a
voice is recorded in conjunction with an IDAS, 5-tone or BISS
1200 system it will log the ID of the person who is talking. This
can be exported into a WAV file, providing a full conversation
log. This voice recording capability can also be tied in with
the standard RMS-Net recording functions giving you the data
log of who is talking, status messages, log on/off, emergencies
and internal positioning etc.

IP Remote Dispatch Capability - NEW!
IP remote dispatch capability allows you to control your radio
system from elsewhere, using the Internet. This means the PC
does not have to be within the radio coverage of the system.
In the past, most RF dispatching systems needed to be
localised, but now, with this new IP remote dispatch capability,
it does not. If you have an IP network or a local LAN network,
you can place the radio in the optimum position and control
it remotely from elsewhere in the building, in a different city or
even in a different country. It can also be controlled via
multiple PCs used my multiple operators!

Interrogate Database
RMS-Net makes it possible to rapidly see the database and
determine which radios are logged on and being used on
that day. This is achieved by decoding the radio’s unique ID
when switched on and automatically flagging the user as
being active on the system. The ICOM handportables are
supplied pre-programmed with text and status messages so
users can easily keep the central control room informed of
routine operations.

Aids Health & Safety Management Requirements
RMS-Net satisfies the growing health and safety and
management demands faced by organisations today. It
provides a range of emergency alert functions with the use of
the Mandown, Loneworker and panic button features.
RMS-Net also provides, should an organisation need it,
extensive records/reports on all radio traffic.

RMS-Net Provides a Detailed View of Staff
Deployment and Resources
When used in conjunction with other modern security systems
and in particular closed-circuit TV, RMS-Net provides a detailed
view of activity and staff deployment within its area of
coverage. The system is designed to be fully interactive,
ensuring that dispatchers/supervisors are able to monitor and
respond rapidly to situations as they occur.



RMS-Net will work with our current range of commercial radios
although functions will vary with each model.

Software:
The RMS-Net Suite consists of 4 programs:
• Server ..........Installed on the PC where the base radio 

is connected.
• Client...........Installed on each PC that will access the Server.

(can also be installed on Server PC).
• Admin .........Installed on either a Server or Client PC.
• Reporter .....Installed on either a Server or Client PC.

Hardware Requirements RMS-NET Server:
Minimum

CPU: 2GHz *(see note)

RAM: 2GB
Hard Drive:   250GB
Ports (+ 1 x serial per radio channel 
for local despatch): 2 x USB 
Monitors: 17”
Graphics card: 1024x768, 16 bit

Operating System:    Windows 7, Windows 8, Server 2008 rev.2

RMS-NET Client:
Minimum

CPU: 2GHz *(see note)

RAM: 2GB 
Hard Drive:   250GB      

*Note: Do not use Intel Celeron or AMD Duron processors, even if they are of a higher
specification than the minimum specification.
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RMS-Net, i-LOC and i-READ are exclusive ICOM UK LTD products.

If you would like further information about RMS-Net systems,
please contact us.

Authorised dealer:


